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In this two-part reviewwe present an up-to-date description of different imaging methods available to map the
localization of drugs on skin as a complement of established ex-vivo absorption studies. This first part deals with
invasive methods which are grouped in two classes according to their underlying principles: i) methods using
radioactivity such as autoradiography and ii) mass spectrometry methods such as MALDI and SIMS. For each
method, a description of the principle is given along with example applications of imaging and quantifying
drug delivery in human skin. Thanks to these techniques a better assessment of the fate of drugs is obtained:
its localization on a particular skin structure, its potential accumulation, etc. A critical comparison in terms of ca-
pabilities, sensitivity and practical applicability is included thatwill help the reader to select themost appropriate
technique depending on the particular problem to be solved.
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1. Introduction

Covering most of the surface of the body, the human skin is a major
route of exposure to a wide range of compounds, spanning from drugs
and cosmetics to environmental hazards. The uptake of compounds
. Grégoire),
into the skin can be desirable as in the case of topically applied drugs de-
veloped by the pharmaceutical industry. Topical drugs can be applied
directly where is needed avoiding potential systemic side effects [1],
as well as providing the means for sustained drug release. In the case
of cosmetic products, skin is the exclusive exposure route. Besides
these controlled uses, there are concerns regarding the uptake of
chemicals into the skin in occupational and accidental scenarios, such
as exposure to agrochemicals for farmers, or exposure to hair dyes for
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hairdressers. Each of these scenarios require detailed skin absorption
information.

Understanding the spatial and temporal distributions of pharmaceu-
tical compounds in target tissues and organs has become increasingly
important during drug development. In dermatology, understanding
the rules describing the delivery of drugs applied topically is required.
It concerns the ability of a chemical to pass through different pathways,
mainly through the skin barrier (e.g. stratum corneum (SC)) or through
the hair follicle. Such information is mandatory in early stages of drug
development, since active pharmaceutical ingredients are screened in
order to optimize drug selection, drug concentration and formula. The
distribution of active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) in the skin over
time provides useful information to address safety issues and efficacy
before initiation of a clinical study. For example, the SC accumulation
of an API exhibiting a slow epidermal and dermal diffusion could be re-
lated to poor aqueous solubility and thus limit its bioavailability. On the
contrary, it could be a cause of adverse effects, such as irritation. Local
side effects such as skin irritation or skin sensitization are sufficient rea-
sons to stop API development, even if the ingredient reaches the target
tissues. In such a case alternative APIs can be developed. Imaging
methods capable of quantifying drug uptake can guide clinical research
andmay predict clinical outcome before significant investment is made
to conduct large and/or long-term clinical studies. In the cosmetics in-
dustry, skin absorption studies are crucial for skin [2] and systemic [3]
safety assessments. Refining absorption estimation has become a
major concern since animal testing, used to support the marketing of
cosmetic ingredients, has been banned within the EU.

For topically-applied drugs, cutaneous bioavailability is also a critical
parameter. Many factors affect the ability of a drug to pass into and
through the skin. The level of cutaneous absorption can vary up to a fac-
tor of 80, depending on the exposed body surface area [4] and the ap-
plied compound. External factors such as UV exposure can also affect
skin absorption with contrasting effects [5]. Whereas percutaneous ab-
sorption on ex vivo human skin of lipophilic compounds, such as
octocrylene, increased after UV exposure, hydrophilic compounds
such as caffeine were not affected. For nanoparticles, depending on
themodel used, data can be contradictory. Skin penetration of quantum
dot nanoparticles increased in vivo in mice after ultra violet (UV) irradi-
ation [6], but in ex vivo human skin, penetration of nanosized titanium
dioxide is not affected by UV exposure [7]. Barrier function can be also
physically disturbed [8] through, for example, tape stripping, abrasion,
delipidization with solvents or treatment with sodium lauryl sulfate,
[9]. While such approaches have been used to mimic percutaneous ab-
sorption through diseased skin [10], comprehensive studies of drug and
compound uptake are lacking. Interestingly, a limited number of in vivo
studies on diseased skin (e.g. atopic dermatitis, psoriasis) have shown
modest increase in penetration compared to normal skin [10].

Practically, current skin absorption studies are usually performed on
ex vivo skin. Guidelines do exist that define clear criteria to conduct such
skin absorption studies [11]. Such guidelines point to ex vivohuman skin
as the gold standard, with porcine skin often available as an alternative
[12]. Moreover, these guidelines define clear criteria on the skin quality.
Indeed, inappropriate handling may result in damage of the SC, hence
the integrity of the prepared skin must be checked [13].

Ex vivo human skin does not describe all aspects of the in vivo situa-
tion. For example, the microbiome and vascular network are not taken
into account with ex vivo skin.While ex vivo studies allow themeasure-
ment of the drug amount within the different skin layers (i.e. SC, living
epidermis, dermis), they do not provide information on the precise spa-
tiotemporal flow and flux of drugs within these layers or otherwise the
effects of perfusion on the drug pharmacokinetics. For example, current
tools do not determine the drug amount specifically residing in the hair
follicle, nor measure the outward flux of compounds from the seba-
ceous gland into the surrounding tissue and blood vessels. This missing
localization information could inform on the key diffusion pathways of
compounds in the skin such as inter-cellular, trans-cellular,
appendages-to-tissue (hair follicle, sweat duct) flow [14], and systemic
delivery.While this data can be directly used to determine pharmacoki-
netic parameters, they can also be gathered with the goal of developing
simulation methods for topical exposure determination [15].

To overcome these limitations, an evaluationwith appropriate imag-
ing methods is needed. Indeed, drug imaging methods offer the ability
to address and overcome the limitations of classical skin absorption
studies both ex vivo and in vivo for the direct assessment of the uptake
of compounds in living skin. The available imaging toolbox spans spatial
and temporal resolutions, specificities, sensitivities, and offers capabili-
ties that can be qualitative or quantitative, invasive or non-invasive, and
destructive or non-destructive in nature. Each method has its own lim-
itations and advantages. The appropriatemethods being chosen accord-
ing to the question, the compound itself, and the properties to be
measured [16].

Imaging methods can be separated into two groups, with the main
divider being the invasive and destructive nature of the approach. This
first part of our review article is focused on invasive methods and
aims at providing an up-to-date review of the available imaging
methods for human skin compound delivery studies. They are grouped
in two classes according to their underlying principles: i)methods using
radioactivity such as autoradiography; ii) mass spectrometry methods
including Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization (MALDI), Static
and Dynamic Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS). Each imaging
method will be described according to the previously listed criteria
and application examples in human skin drug delivery studies will be
provided. The second part of our review article will be focused on
non-invasive, non-destructive imaging methods that can be applied
in vivo: i) fluorescence (conventional, confocal and multiphoton) and
harmonic generation microscopies and ii) vibrational spectroscopic im-
aging methods (infrared and confocal Raman microspectroscopies, co-
herent Raman scattering microscopy and other vibrational
techniques). We will also provide the reader with a decision tree flow
chart of imaging methods available for human skin ex vivo and in vivo
drug delivery studies.

2. Autoradiography

Radioisotopes have beenwidely used for skin absorption studies and
are still recognized as a gold standard [11] despite recent papers show-
ing good agreement between radiolabeling and classical chromato-
graphic analysis [17]. While radiolabeling provides information on the
amount of compoundswhichmove across the skin, it yields no informa-
tion on the penetration route or on the localization of the penetrant
within the skin. To overcome this issue, autoradiography can be used.
The particles emitted by the radioisotope label, such as beta particles, in-
teract with photographic emulsions to provide an image. The technique
itself is over 100 years old, but has been applied to skin absorption for
60 years. In 1956, distribution of hydrocortisone in human skin after
topical application was evaluated on the upper back of human volun-
teers under occlusive conditions [18]. Biopsies were taken over the
course of 1 to 16 h after application, with the radioactive material
found in the epidermis after one hour but disappeared entirely from
the skin after sixteen hours. Such studies are informative, but exces-
sively invasive: 5 biopsies on each volunteer were done for the first
part of the study. Over the years, autoradiography was used in vivo on
different species and different type of chemicals (germicides on
Guinea pig [19], oils on rabbit [20]). It allowed their localization in spe-
cific skin areas (i.e. epidermis, appendages, papillary dermis, reticular
dermis) [21]. In the 90's, the performance of autoradiography for skin
imaging was improved to a subcellular level with high sensitivity [22].
Only 30 pmol 3H estradiol per cm2 dissolved in Dimethyl Sulfoxide
was necessary to be detected in various areas of rat skin (i.e. epidermis,
sebaceous gland, dermal papillae of hair and fibroblasts). Micro-
autoradiography (MARG) was used with different chemicals to assess
trans-follicular delivery [23]. An aqueous gel containing radiolabeled
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linoleic acid was applied on fresh human scalp obtained after plastic
surgery. The combination of classical skin distribution studies and
micro-autoradiography demonstrated the preferred trans-follicular
pathway of linoleic acid.

Stumpf et al. [24] usedMARG to localize different drugs topically ap-
plied in vivo on rat skin. Thin 4 μm thick sections were used because
thicker sections lead to chemical and mechanical artifacts. Before the
sections were exposed to nuclear emulsions, they had to be dried in a
lightproof dessicator within a freezer. The drying duration depends on
concentration in the tissue and is determined empirically. Such a step
could last as long as eight months [25]. Fig. 1 reported autoradiograms
obtained from 3H labelled 3H-estradiol (a-c) and 3H-1,25(OH)2Vitamine
D3 (d). Each black dot was associated with a labelled chemical. The two
classical routes of penetration were clearly observed: trans-epidermal
and trans-follicular (Fig. 1a and b). The strong signal in upper layer of
Fig. 1. 3H-oestradiol (a-c) and 3H-1,25(OH)2vitamin D3 (d) were topically applied in vitro
on rat skin. At high resolution, autoradiogram of vitamin derivate (d) shows accumulation
in intersticial material of stratum granulosum (small arrow) as well as accumulation in
cytoplasm cells of stratum spinosum and stratum basale (large arrow). Copyright (2019),
with permission from JohnWiley and Sons [25].
the skin (i.e. SC) demonstrated retention in the SC and slow release
deeper into the skin (Fig. 1c). Fig. 1d was obtained with labelled hor-
mone (i.e. 3H-1,25(OH)2Vitamin D3) at higher resolution (i.e. cellular-
subcellular). At such resolution, the chemical was localized in cells of
the stratum granulosum (small arrow) and specifically in the cytoplasm
of stratum spinosum and stratum basale (large arrow).

MARG has some limitations [26] beyond the challenges involved in
radiolabeling. In particular, the method only detects the presence of
the radiolabel, and is not specific nor related to specific chemical struc-
tures. This presents major challenges in skin, which displays well-
known metabolic activity that acts to alter topically-applied chemicals
over a range of timescales [27]. For example, in the case of the topically
applied molecule vaniline, cutaneous metabolism reduces the concen-
tration of the parent compound to only 0.6% of the total amount found
in receptor fluid. Thus, MARG misses the metabolic information of the
overall absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion (ADME)
process. A related problem can also be found when studying chemicals
having low levels of absorption, as uncertainty in the radiographicmea-
surement can arise due to the presence of radiolabeled impurities. To
overcome this issue, analysis should be completed with radio-HPLC
coupled with mass spectrometry [28]. The other main concern with
MARG is the challenge in obtaining robust quantitative information
[29], as radiographic studies can have numerous artifacts that must be
understood and controlled to achieve quantification.

These radiographic techniques can be informative in understanding
drug and compound uptake, in particular when samples can be pre-
pared as thin radiolabeled histological sections. Autoradiography offers
information on drug localization (epidermal and dermal layers, append-
ages, etc.) and penetration pathways with subcellular resolution. How-
ever, this approach can be time consuming and, on its own, lacks
metabolic and chemically-specific quantitative information.

3. Methods using mass spectrometry

Alternative methods to autoradiography have been developed that
largely eliminate the need for radiolabeling and provide specific chem-
ical information [26]. Mass spectrometry is one of the methods dedi-
cated for such tissue imaging. Mass Spectrometry Imaging (MSI) has
several advantages [30] that make it an attractive tool for studying the
uptake of compounds into skin. MSI tools provide structural informa-
tion, as the acquired data is related to the molecular weight of the de-
tected species. Thus, MSI allows detection of chemicals and their
metabolites [31] with spatial resolutions on the cellular to subcellular
scale. Moreover, MSI methods have the capability to image thousands
of molecules such as xenobiotics, metabolites, lipids, peptides, and re-
lated compounds, providing a large picture of the local chemical envi-
ronment. Importantly, these methods do not require specific labelling,
and are therefore applicable to a far greater range of compounds than
radiographic approaches.

Whatever the mass spectrometry method, the principle is funda-
mentally the same [32]: thin slices are prepared and the tissue is
flash-frozen. Other sample preparations, such as formalin fixation, are
challenging but not incompatible with MSI. Indeed, most chemicals
react through cross linking and thus interfere with ionization. More-
over, several classes of endogenous molecules (i.e lipids) and some
API can be washed or delocalized by the fixation or dewaxing steps. It
can therefore lead to some misinterpretations and false positive/nega-
tive results. However several groups have described the use of MSI on
this type of tissues [33]. The sample is then placed into the MSI device
andmapped. Themass spectrometer scans the beam across the sample,
ionizing themolecules on the surface of the sample. Ions are then trans-
ferred to an analyzer to measure their mass-to-charge (m/z) ratios,
resulting in a mass spectrum collected at each pixel on the tissue sec-
tion. Using computational software, the mass spectrum at each point
on the sample can be used to compute an ion density map, generating
a visual distribution of the different components within the sample.
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Intrinsically, mass spectrometry is highly specific as the measure-
ment is associated with discrete mass values. This specificity can be fur-
ther increased using high resolution mass spectrometry methods such
as Time of Flight (TOF), Fourier Transform-Ion Cyclotron Resonance
(FT-ICR) or Orbitrap™ configurations. Many different ionization
modes have been developed for MSI, with the most commonly ap-
proaches being Desorption Electropsray Ionization (DESI) [34], Matrix
Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization (MALDI), Static Secondary Ion
Mass Spectrometry (SIMS), and Dynamic SIMS. Of these four methods,
DESI is the only one effective at ambient pressure, however its resolu-
tion is low [35,36] at typically several hundred microns laterally. This
makes DESI poorly suited for localizing chemicals in specific structures
within skin. In the following, we will describe the principles and appli-
cations of the remaining mass spectrometry ionization methods in
human skin drug delivery studies.

3.1. Matrix assisted laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry

At the end of the 1980's, Karas and Hillenkamp [37] developed
MALDI as a new ionization method. Less than ten years later, the first
application of MALDI for tissue imaging was carried out on rat pancreas
tissue, rat pituitary tissue, and human mucosa cells [38], with the first
application of MALDI imaging to skin tissue carried out a few years
later [39].

MALDI operates by distributing a matrix having ultraviolet absorp-
tion properties homogenously on a thin histological skin section. The
sample is then irradiatedwith anUVpulsed laser that promotes the ion-
ization of the matrix and the desorption of the chemical. In the formed
plasma, the chemical is ionized through proton transfer from ionized
matrix species. The nature of the matrix has to be chosen according to
the chemical being analyzed [40]. For tissue imaging, other critical
points have to be taken into account to ensure high quality images.
Thefirst key point is related to the tissue preparation [40]. Thin histolog-
ical sections with a thickness between 10 and 20 μm are typically pre-
pared using a cryomicrotome, with the optimal tissue thickness being
approximately 12 μm [41]. While such slices are obtained from frozen
samples, new embedding approaches have been proposed to overcome
limitations of the flash-freezing process [40]. The second key point for
sample preparation is related to matrix deposition [42]. This process
should be carefully controlled to properly define the crystal matrix
size [40]. Different approaches have been proposed,with themost com-
monly used method being pneumatic nebulization [40].

Mass spectrometry coupled to a liquid chromatographic system (LC/
MS) is currently the most common technique for quantitative
bioanalysis [43], making it a gold standard for comparison toMALDI ap-
proaches. Many studies claim that MALDI can offer absolute quantita-
tive results similar to those achieved via LC/MS [26,40]. A common
issue for quantification with mass spectrometry and particularly with
electrospray is the matrix effect. When a chemical of interest is ionized,
other chemicals coming from the samples could be ionized too. A com-
petition could take place between the different components affecting
the ionization efficacy of the chemical of interest. Variation of the signal
according to the sample analyzed is namematrix effect. It is not related
to the matrix used in MALDI. This same competition is effective in
MALDI. For example, when the laser irradiates a sebaceous gland the
composition of the tissue is different from another area such as epider-
mis. Thus the ionization efficacy could be different from area to area. To
overcome this issue, an internal standard is used [43]. This standard is
chosen tomimic the behavior of the chemical during the ionization pro-
cess; a stable, labelled version of the analyte is the most appropriate,
followed by a structurally similar compound as a secondary choice.
The tissue section is coated with the internal standard [31]. If the inter-
nal standard is lacking, Hamm et al. [44] proposed to use a normaliza-
tion factor called TEC (Tissue Extinction Coefficient). MSI
quantification viaMALDI has been demonstrated through a multicenter
validation study [45]. Precision and accuracy of the clozapine MSI
quantification was measured on isolated perfused rat liver and com-
pared with classical LC/MS quantification. The study showed that MSI
quantification accuracy was approximately 80% of the value obtained
by LC/MS on an adjacent tissue section.

The resolution of this imagingmethod is also a key point. Some skin
compartments are very thin (i.e. ~10 μm for the SC [46]), making it im-
portant for an imaging method to reach single micrometers of resolu-
tion. The resolution achievable with MALDI depends on the diameter
of the laser spot, and more precisely the effective excitation or ablation
area. For most studies, the resolution of MALDI has been between 25
and 100 μm [31,47], and can go up to 200 μm [39]. Importantly, higher
resolutions have been demonstrated, with pixel sizes of 500 nm and a
resolving power of 4 μm [48].

The first example of MALDI imaging of compounds within the skin
was carried out on pig skin treated topically with a ketoconazole sham-
poo [39]. MALDI has also been used to map lipids in ex vivo human skin
[49]. By lowering the resolution from 150 to 30 μm, different substruc-
tures were identified, such as the epidermis or adipocytes within the
hypodermis. The epidermal growth factor receptor-tyrosine kinase in-
hibitor erlotinib was visualized using MALDI in rat and human skin
after oral exposure [50]. Localization of erlotinib in the superficial skin
layer has been associated with rashes, making this finding important.
Other examples have been reported in a recent review [51]. However,
none of these examples demonstrate the performance of MALDI imag-
ing for chemical localization in the substructures of the skin.

Few examples are available to demonstrate that MALDI imaging can
be used to investigate the capability of a chemical to reach the seba-
ceous gland after topical exposure. Hunt et al. [52] evaluated
Olumacostat Glasaretil, a small molecule inhibitor of acetyl coenzyme
A carboxyalse, either on hamster ear skin or pig ear skin.MALDI imaging
was used to confirm specific drug distribution in the sebaceous gland.
Another example was obtained with a formulation containing nobiletin
(CAS Number 478–01-3, Sigma Aldrich, Lyon, France) at 1% applied at
5 mg/cm2 on pig inner ear skin for 16 h. This model was ideal for inves-
tigating drug uptake via the hair follicle pathway [53], and thus appro-
priate for sebaceous gland targeting. The skin surface was washed
with a cotton swab soaked with isopropanol/water (20/80 v/v), and a
gentle massage was performed for 30 s prior to freezing at −80 °C in
isopentane. The study was performed on one donor in duplicate and
one sample from the same donor was also treated with a placebo.
Twelve nobiletin-treated consecutive sections and four placebo-
treated consecutive sections at 10 μm thickness were collected. Over
two consecutive sections, one section was used for H&E staining and
the other one for MALDI imaging.

The sections were placed on Superfrost slides for imaging and dried
at room temperature. A matrix solution of 6-aza-2-thiothymine solubi-
lized at 10 mg/ml in a mixture 50/50 v/v (acetonitrile/water +0.1% (v/
v) trifluoroacetic acid) was sprayed onto the slides with an automatic
sprayer (SunCollect, Sunchrome, Friedrichsdorf, Germany). Analyses
were performed by direct analysis with a 7 T-MALDI-FTICR in positive
CASI mode using 50 μm spatial resolution. All images were acquired
by Imabiotech (Lille, France) and analyzed with Multimaging
(Imabiotech, Lille, France). [M + H]+ of Nobiletin was detected at m/z
403.1387. High resolution performance of FT-ICR (m/Δm = 150,000)
guaranteed the specificity of signal. Ideally, a fragment ion has to be de-
tected and used to confirm the chemical identity. Unfortunately, no
fragment ion was observed in Nobiletin mass spectra. Thus, specificity
was guaranteed with high resolution performance of the mass spec-
trometer. No signal was observed at m/z 403.1387 on the placebo-
treated tissues thus proving the specificity of the signal on the treated
tissues. Fig. 2 shows a typical MALDI image at m/z 403.1387 of a skin
sample treated with a formulation containing nobiletin. The signal of
the ion at m/z 403.1387 was normalized to the maximum signal mea-
sured on the image. This normalized signal was converted into a color
scale from 3% to 0.01%. Some specific areas showed higher signal than
others. To identify the anatomical zone associated with this area, an



Fig. 2.Nobiletinmolecular ion (m/z 403.1387) distribution on pig inner ear skin tissue treatedwith formulation containing 1% Nobiletin (sample 1 replicate 3). Color scale is the intensity
normalized to the maximum signal observed on the image and ranked from 3% to 0.01% of this maximum signal.
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overlay with H&E staining was performed. Indeed, serial tissue sections
were used for imaging and histology. Overlay between two consecutive
slices (one for MALDI imaging and one for H&E staining) enabled local-
ization of the compound within the skin (see Fig. 3). The spot observed
on Fig. 2 was clearly associated with sebaceous gland.

Imagingwas carried out using a spatial resolution of 50 μm. The thin
layer on the upper part of the image corresponds to SC and partially vi-
able region of the epidermis. Given the thinness of the epidermal layer,
these images show that a spatial resolution of 50 μm does not allow
clear discrimination of the SC from the epidermis. The results clearly
show that nobiletin was able to reach the sebaceous gland, suggesting
a trans-follicular pathway for uptake. Indeed, a significant amount of
nobiletin was found in the upper part of the hair follicle surrounding
the sebaceous glands. However, none of the sections allowed direct vi-
sualization of the pathway along the hair follicle.

This example demonstrated the performance of MALDI imaging as
an appropriatemethod to target macrostructures in the skin such as se-
baceous glands or hair follicles. As the example shows, the usual MALDI
resolution (i.e. 25 to 100 μm) should benot great enough to visualize the
localization of compounds within the epidermal layer of the skin. Mean
SC thickness of pig ear skin is around 13.13 ± 1.8 μm andmean epider-
mis thickness is at 44.63 ± 4.26 μm [54]. Thus between 1 and 2 pixels
can be obtained. Human epidermis thickness is thicker, with mean
values ranking from 56.6 to 81.5 μm depending on the anatomical site
Fig. 3. Zoom of Fig. 2 on area of interest pointing out hair follicle and sebaceous gland. This
anatomical zone is identified through overlay between Nobiletin molecular ion (m/z
403.1387) MALDI imaging and H&E staining.
[55]. In some specific diseases like psoriasis, the epidermis is thicker
[56] by a factor 2. The number of pixels remains limited. Several papers
describing the development of a MALDI ion source that can achieve a
spatial resolution up to 5 μm had been reported for proteomic [57,58],
metabolomic [33] or drug delivery [59] applications. More recently,
Niheaus et al. [60] adapted a transmission-mode-MALDI-2 ion source
to achieve subcellular resolution in brain tissue with a pixel size of
600 nm. Other mass spectrometry imagingmethods are able to achieve
such high resolution.

3.2. Static secondary ion mass spectrometry

In 1910, J.J. Thompson studied the effect of sputtering positively
charged particles onto ametallicfilm, allowinghim to investigate the ef-
fect of different elements emitted. However, it was not until 1949when
the first SIMS dedicated to surface analysis was constructed by Herzog
and Viehbock. Its application for solids was further developed by
Benninghoven (1969) and extended to softer materials as polymers
by Briggs and coworkers (1982). The first commercial instruments ap-
peared around 1985. SIMS has evolved into a sensitive surface analytical
technique that is well established for many industrial and research
applications [61,62].

SIMS is a physical chemical technology to analyze solids. It is based
on the detection of secondary ionized fragments expelled after the im-
pact of an incident sputtering ion beam (compared to a laser source
with MALDI) with energies in the range of keV [63]. These ions are con-
stituents of the primary beam. A cascade of collisions with the atoms of
the solid analyzed produces bond breaking and the emission of a diver-
sity of types of radiation and particles depending on the nature of the
sample. The emergence of cluster ion sources (i.e. Au3+, Bi3+) for the
sputtering beam improved the efficiency of this process [64]. Secondary
ions are extracted, accelerated and analyzed as a function of their mass,
but only represent a fraction (10–30%) of all emitted particles. Further
improvements are achieved by the use of ions beams based on
Buckminster fullerene, C60+ (increasing yields ~1000 times), by the use
of bigger cluster ion beams, Ar2000 or by, in some cases, delivering
water to the surface that enhances the ionization. These efforts have
helped extend the applications of the technique, for example for depth
profiling analysis [65]. As all MSI techniques, SIMS is invasive and re-
quires careful sample preparation as described above. In addition,
when a particular drug is being monitored, sensitivity may be an issue
if its concentration is in the micromolar range [66].

The interest in mapping low molecular weight compounds such as
drugs or biomarkers in tissues has boosted the use of time-of-flight
(TOF) SIMS techniques. SIMS's micron-level resolution and chemical
specificity makes this approach particularly well-suited for quantifying
drug uptake, and as such, there are many examples of its use. SIMS
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has been used, for example, to map and quantify cosmetics within the
surface of hair [67,68]. In both hair and skin, the repartition of lipids in
the fiber structure is an example of particular importance for cosmetic
or dermatological applications that can be investigated via SIMS. This
approach has enabledmicrometric lipid distribution analysis in samples
[69] such as in rat brain sections using Au3+ cluster beams [70].

The distribution of endogenous skin components and the
repartitioning of molecules in a tissue section are also important to ex-
plore. This is essential not only for assessing the composition of skin, but
also to study how exogenous compounds penetrate and distribute into
skin tissue. The latter consideration is paramount in designing drug and
cosmetic formulations. A particular drawback of SIMS is the difficulty in
extracting quantitative information regarding the concentration of dif-
ferent species. Recent efforts addressing this limitation have shown
that this challenge can be overcome when SIMS is combined with
more classical Franz cell cutaneous absorption studies [71]. In these
studies, TOF-SIMS was used to investigate the uptake of carvacrol
(CAS number 499–75-2, Sigma Aldrich, Lyon, France) a characteristic
component of essential oils. Full thickness human skin was treated for
16 h under occlusive conditions with essential oil 1% in Pemuen gel +
Cyclodextrine. Then skin was frozen (−80 °C) in isopentane. For SIMS
analysis, 10 μm thick sections were cut using cryomicrotome, stored
and measured while maintaining the same low temperature to avoid
evaporation of carvacrol.

A Bi3+ ion beam of 25 keVwas used to irradiate the samples. Second-
ary ions were analyzed using TOF-SIMS analyzer under static SIMS con-
ditions in a TOF-SIMS IV instrument (IONTOF GmbH, Münster,
Germany). All images were acquired with SurfaceLab v6.8 (IONTOF
GmbH, Germany). The positive and negative fragments were identified
with the instrument either 1) tuned for low spatial, but high mass (m/
Δm ≈ 3000–6000) resolution or 2) high spatial (lateral resolution ~
500 nm) and lowmass (m/Δm≈ 300) resolution, depending on the dif-
ferent regions studied.

Fig. 4a gives an example of the skin distribution of a selection of two
different fragments. Phosphocholine (m/z 86 + 184) comes from
Fig. 4. Superposition of SEM images and TOF SIMS distribution images of full thickness human
indicate the localization of the support (silicon), phospholine and triglycerides (DAG). The im
corresponds to DAG(34:3 + 2 + 1 + 0) and second to DAG(36:3 + 2 + 1). (b) The dist
localisation of carvacrol and triglycerides images indicate its accumulation in fatty adipocyte
comparison.
endogenous phospholipids present in viable cells, and is therefore con-
centrated in the epidermis. Diacylglycerol (DAG) fragments (m/z
(549–551) + (575–579) + (601–605)) arise from typical endogenous
triglycerides present either in the skin surface (sebum) or associated
with adipocytes. Fig. 4b shows the distribution of the negative fragment
atm/z 149.1 corresponding to carvacrol. The small signal observed close
to the surface agrees with the cutaneous distribution obtained by the
classical Franz cell method (see Fig. 4c). In certain deeper skin areas,
the signal was observed to be very strong. These localizations correlate
to areas where DAG ions are also found, suggesting localization into
adipocytes.

The detection of an exogenous ceramide R (CAS number: 54422-45-
6, L'Oréal, Aulnay sous Bois, France) was also analyzed using the same
procedure. The exogenous ceramide in the topical formulation was dis-
tinguished from the endogenous ceramides in the SC by their different
molecular weights (endogenous 650–750 Da versus exogenous
565 Da). The exogenous ceramide was detected in positive ion mode
at m/z 566.56, 588.53 corresponding to [M + H]+ and [M + Na]+, as
well as in negative ion mode at m/z 564.50 corresponding to [M-H]−.
A fragment ion atm/z 562.50 was detected in positive ion mode corre-
sponding either to ion fragment [M + H-4H]+ or ion fragment [M
+ Na-C2H2]+. The resolution of the TOF was not enough to determine
the exact composition of the fragment ion. Fig. 5 indicates the localized
distribution of exogenous and endogenous ceramides within the SC.
Untreated skin showed no signal at m/z characteristic of endogenous
ceramide either in positive or negative ion mode [71].

TOF-SIMS has also the ability to conduct depth profiling analysis as
continuous sputtering of the beam penetrates the surface and reveals
areas underneath. MS analysis of the fragments allows the reconstruc-
tion of 3D profiles of the sample constituents. The surface of hair can
be studied in this way [72]. In the case of skin, one of the main advan-
tages of this approach is that it can address potential problems associ-
ated with sample preparation, embedding and sectioning. Skin can be
directly sputtered at the surface to slowly penetrate the different layers.
Starr et al. [73] have successfully applied this method using a TOF-SIMS
skin after exposure to an essential oil compound (Carvacrol). In (a) the three color images
ages show two added m/z intervals: m/z 573–579 and m/z 601–605. The first interval

ribution and intensity of carvacrol is indicated. When comparing (a) and (b) the co-
areas. (c) The ex vivo cutaneous distribution of carvacrol using Franz cell is indicated for



Fig. 5. Superposition of SEMandhigh resolution TOF-SIMS distribution (signal intensity) images (right) of the stratumcorneum region of a skin cross histological section (left) treatedwith
a ceramide formulation. The 2-color overlay image represent the positive ions of endogenous ceramide (m/z 688 + 704 + 718 + 732 + 746 + 760) and the exogeneous ceramide
(Ceramide R) corresponding to positive molecular ions (m/z 562 + 566 + 588).
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IV instrument and a 25 keV Bi3+ sputtering beam for the evaluation of
skin permeation profiles of ascorbic acid (vitamin C) and a precursor
(ascorbyl glucoside) in ex vivo porcine skin. An area of 500 × 500 μm2

was first sputtered, while a smaller region (200 × 200 μm2) was ana-
lyzed. This study shows the potential, but also the challenges of this
kind of analysis. It is critical to correctly calibrate the profiling depth
as well as systematically control the sputtering rate. These consider-
ations are especially important in mechanically non-homogeneous
multilayer systems such as the skin. Accurate measurement of the
final resulting crater is not sufficient to calculate a sputtering rate, as
the rate itself can change depending on the resistance of the region
under study. Thus, while promising, further improvements are neces-
sary to advance this technique, either through the addition of other cal-
ibration or via monitoring the position and depth of endogenous
components characteristic of the different skin structures. For example,
phosphate-containing fragments arising from phospholipids can be
used to determine when the beam has penetrated through the SC.
This 3D profiling approach is a promising direction for TOF-SIMS analy-
sis of the skin that will no doubt see further advancement in the future.

3.3. Dynamic SIMS and NanoSIMS

Castaing and Slodzian presented in 1962 new possibilities for isoto-
pic imaging based on dynamic secondary ion emission [74]. The advan-
tages of these techniques over both autoradiography and X-ray
emission imaging were investigated by Galle, who went on to develop
several biological applications [75–78]. The dynamic SIMS instrumenta-
tion has long been dominated by CAMERA Instruments, which have
held a near monopoly going back to the first SMI 300 ion microscope
[79]. Several dedicated instruments have been produced, with the
NanoSIMS series taking advantage of parallel mass detection [80].

For static SIMS, primary ion levels of b1013 ions per cm2 are typical
[81], while in contrast primary bombardment can reach levels of 1016

ions per cm2 in dynamic SIMS. This rather high brightness induces the
fragmentation of molecules into their atomic components. As a conse-
quence, dynamic SIMS does not in most cases give access to molecular
distributions, unless the molecule of interest contains isotopes which
are not present or abundant in the surrounding matrix. When a
characteristic isotope is not naturally present in the molecule, labelling
can be performed to provide molecular specificity. In SIMS analysis, a
wide variety of isotopes can be used for organic molecule labelling.
Good candidates atoms include deuterium (2H), 15N, 13C, and 18O,
which all have a low natural abundance and a high secondary emission
yield under primary bombardment.

In a NanoSIMS system, focused ion beams for negative (Cs+) or pos-
itive (O−) ion detection and imaging are scanned onto the sample sur-
face which is consequently sputter-eroded. The eroded material is
collected, and mass selected to obtain isotope distribution maps of con-
stitutive elements of the sample. Spatial resolutions in the range of
50 nm and sensitivity down to the part per billion (ppb) have been ob-
tained, in great part due to the high transmission efficiency of the in-
strument (60% at m/Δm = 5000). When simultaneous acquisition of
different masses is achieved, accurate high-resolution quantitative im-
aging of isotope ratios can be collected. However, matrix effects in-
volved in secondary emission preclude direct in situ quantitation [82].

The major requirement for NanoSIMS sample analysis is the pres-
ence of a flat surface that can withstand high vacuum. In most cases,
this requires cutting or resurfacing the material after embedding, but
thismanipulation can displace diffusible elements ormolecules of inter-
est. Cryo-methods can help in preventing such redistribution, but be-
cause NanoSIMS systems are not equipped with a cryostage, cryo-
sections or resurfaced frozen samples cannot be directly analyzed. To
circumvent this limitation, Burns and File developed a sample prepara-
tion technique consisting in fast freezing, lyophilizing, and embedding
samples in Spurr resin [83]. After curing, the resin block can be cut or
resurfaced at room temperature and sections or the block subsequently
introduced in the NanoSIMS chamber for analysis. This sample prepara-
tion technique has beenmuch improved by careful control of the freeze-
drying process at 0.2 Pa from −110 °C to −10 °C in about 8 days,
followed by Spurr's resin infiltration from −10 °C to 20 °C, the epoxy
resin being then polymerized at 65 °C [84]. Freeze-drying and resin-
embedding method has been successfully applied to image highly dif-
fusible element distributions from surfaced blocks of human hair shaft
[85]. These efforts and others have led to dynamic SIMS instruments
with high spatial resolution (UC-SIM) [86] and NanoSIMS has found
many applications in biology [87–90].
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Although dynamic SIMS in a NanoSIMS appears to be extremely
promising for the investigation of drug delivery pathways in skin, few pa-
pers can be found in scientific literature on this subject. Skin related stud-
ies based on NanoSIMS isotope imaging are mainly driven by the
Research Center of the Curie Institut, Orsay F-91405, in Guerquin-Kern's
laboratory. In fact, NanoSIMS has been an invaluable tool for the target
identification of isotopically labelled antitumoral drugs for melanoma
treatment [91–93]. However, NanoSIMS has also been used formore con-
ventional studies of molecule penetration in SC, where the high spatial
resolution of the instrument provided access to the intercellular network
of the uppermost layers of the epidermis for cosmetics evaluation [94].

A new promising SIMS technique has recently emergedwith the ad-
vent of the npSCOPE that seeks to push the analytical limit of SIMS im-
aging down to a theoretical 10 nm spatial resolution [95].

4. Methods comparison

The imaging methods described above all have a common limita-
tion: they require thin tissue sections prepared from ex vivo skin biop-
sies. Such methods can be compared according to different criteria.
Table 1 summarizes the performance of eachmethod in skin drug deliv-
ery studies according to some criteria such as spatial resolution, sensi-
tivity and the extracted semi- or quantitative information.

Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages. MARG is a
powerful method with great sensitivity related to both labelling and
subcellular resolution. Moreover, performance of MARG requires well
controlled conditions and can take from days to weeks or even months
to reach optimal results in terms of spatial resolution and quantification
[26]. However, this method requires sample labelling with radioiso-
topes such as Tritium or 14C. Specificity of the method depends on the
purity of the radiolabeled chemical. Actually, since no chemical identifi-
cation is performed, any labelled impurities can contribute to the mea-
sured signal. Moreover, if chemical a is metabolized, metabolites cannot
be identified. NanoSIMS displays the same limitations, particularly if la-
beling with stable isotopes is used. MSI tools, such as MALDI and static
SIMS are attractive alternatives. The specificity of these methods are
mainly related to the performance of the resolving power of the mass
spectrometer. For such purposes, a High Resolution Mass Spectrometer
(HRMS) has to be used to guarantee analytical specificity. All HRMS do
not have same resolving power: FT-ICR and Orbitrap™ have better re-
solving power than TOF and thus specificity with FT-ICR and Orbitrap™
are better. Moreover, mass spectrometry can provide molecular infor-
mation through m/z measurements of the detected ions. Thus, drugs
and their metabolites can be uniquely identified [31].

Methods can be separated into quantitative methods (MARG,
MALDI) and semi-quantitativemethods (SIMS, nanoSIMS). Quantitative
method performance is characterized by different factors including dy-
namic range of quantification. MARG can display a large dynamic range
covering up to 4 orders of magnitude [29]. The typical dynamic range of
MALDI-TOF experiment was 2 log of concentration [44]. This dynamic
range remained limited to 2 orders of magnitudes even when using
more recent TOF instrument [96], using a linear ion trapmass spectrom-
eter [97], orwith FT-ICR (used for Nobiletin studydescribed previously).
Table 1
Comparison of imaging methods regarding the spatial resolution, sensitivity, quantification an

Chemical Spatial resolution

Dynamic SIMS Labelling with stable isotopes (D, 13C, …) 50 nm (max 10 nm [95
Static SIMS Ionisable with SIMS 2 μm (max 500 nm [71

MALDI Ionisable with MALDI 25–100 μm (max 600 n

MARG Labelling with radioactive isotopes (3H, 14C, …) 100 nm
Sensitivity of the method is another major criteria of comparison.
The ability of an analytical method to detect the lowest amount of
chemical in a given sample defines its limit of detection (LOD). For
such imaging methods, LOD can be expressed in μg/g (μg equivalent
drug /g of tissue).

Considering the definition of LOD (e.g. S/N N 3) [98], the absolute
limit of detection can be evaluated with radioactivity. Using the calcula-
tion defined by Solon [29] and considering usual specific activity (i.e. 50
mCi/mmol), LOD is estimated around 0.6 ng/g for a chemical with amo-
lecular weight at 300 Da. Using QuantitativeWhole Body Autoradiogra-
phy (QWBA), LODwasmeasured at 7 ng/g for Finerone in amale rat 1 h
after oral administration of 3 mg/kg [99]. Using samemethod, LOD was
measured at 118 ng/g for small peptides in rat 12 h after IV
administration.

Schulz et al. [100] recently reviewed applications of MALDI imaging
in pharmaceutical research and drug development. In the same study
with laser beam at 20 μm, Hamm et al. [44] evaluated two different
chemicals: Propranolol and Olanzapine. Propranolol was 50more sensi-
tive than Olanzapine, with LOD at 0.077 and 4.7 μg/g. Onmice tumors at
a lower spatial resolution (i.e. 100 μm), LOD of Rifampicine was mea-
sured at 0.2 μg/g [101]. LOD for Nobiletine on pig skin, previously de-
scribed, with a resolution at 50 μm was at 4.3 μg/g.

For static SIMS, Lockyer [102] reported a LOD in the μg/g range. For
the study done with Carvacrol [71], the LOD could be estimated above
71 μg/g. Indeed, in Fig. 3 no significant signal was measured in SC. Con-
sidering the mean amount measured in SC at 71 ng/cm2 and a mean
thickness of SC, the mean concentration in SC was at 71 μg/g. As the
TOF-SIMSmethodwas not able to detect Carvacrol in SC, the limit of de-
tection should be above this mean concentration. CAMECA is the devel-
oper and supplier of the NanoSIMS. They measured sensitivity for
dynamicSIMS at its ultimate spatial resolution to be 100 μg/g for
50*50*10nmpixel. The ability to image the spatial distribution of amol-
ecule in a biological tissue will greatly depends of the secondary emis-
sion yield of the isotope used as a label, of the number of labels
attached to the molecule, and of the natural abundance of the label in
the biological matrix. With a suitable emission yield, a convenient sub-
stitution with HYDROGEN, and a very low natural abundance,
DEUTERIUM is often a good candidate.

Despite no common chemicals to compare these different methods,
All these data allow to rankmethod according to their sensitivity.MARG
is the most sensitive method, and MALDI is more sensitive than static
SIMS. Dynamic SIMS is the least sensitive method.

When imaging methods are compared, one of the key criteria is the
spatial resolution. As pointed out previously, eachmethod has been op-
timized. Greatest spatial resolution is obtained with nanoSIMS with a
usual resolution at 50 nm and with ultimate performance at 10 nm
[95]. MARG could reach a subcellular resolution around 100 nm [25].
StaticSIMS can achieve a usual resolution at 2 μm. This resolution can
be further improved to 500 nm [71]. MALDI had the lowest resolution,
usually between 25 and 100 μm. Some recent results have shown
ultimate resolution at 600 nm [60]. According to the spatial
resolution, the methods can be ranked follows: MARG N NanoSIMS N

SIMS N MALDI.
d dynamic range.

Sensitivity Semi−/ Quantitative Dynamic range

]) ≈ 100 μg/g Semi quantitative NA
]) ≈ 1 μg/g [102]

Carvacrol: 71 μg/g {71}
Semi quantitative NA

m [60]) Propranolol: 0.077 μg/g [44]
Rifampicine: 0.2 μg/g [101]
Nobiletine: 4.3 μg/g
Olanzapine: 4.7 μg/g [44]

Quantitative 2 order of magnitude

Theoretical: 0.6 ng/g [29]
Finerone: 7 ng/g [99]

Quantitative 4 order of magnitude
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Several questions must always be addressed when selecting the
most appropriate imaging methods for human skin drug delivery stud-
ies. Can the chemical be radiolabeled? Is quantitative information
needed? What do we target in skin? Should the metabolite be identi-
fied? However, the most fundamental question that precedes all these
is: can excised skin be obtained? If the answer is no, none of the invasive
methods described here are appropriate.

5. Conclusion

For topically delivered drugs, cosmetics applied on the skin, or pesti-
cides with occupational topical exposure, cutaneous absorption is usu-
ally assessed through ex vivo skin studies. Such assays are useful for
risk assessment, but they lack information on the route of penetration
or the targeting of specific skin sub-layers.

In this first part of our review,we described several invasive imaging
methods offering the ability to address and overcome these limitations
in ex vivo human skin drug delivery studies. However, no method is
ideal: the advantage of onemethod is often being a disadvantage of an-
other one. For example, Static SIMS has a greater spatial resolution than
MALDI, however, MALDI can provide quantitative information. More-
over, some chemicals cannot be easily labelled either with stable or ra-
dioactive isotopes. If such chemicals are not easily ionized with MALDI
or SIMS, none of these invasive imaging methods can be used. In this
case, other imaging methods need to be developed and employed de-
pending on the optical properties of the chemical to be characterized.

The optical imaging methods, described in more details in the sec-
ond part of our review, are grouped in two classes: i) fluorescence (con-
ventional, confocal and multiphoton) and harmonic generation
microscopies and ii) vibrational spectroscopic imaging methods (infra-
red, confocal Ramanmicrospectroscopies, and coherent Raman scatter-
ing microscopy). Their non-invasive character, sub-cellular resolution,
and specificity hold promise for spatiotemporal quantification of com-
pounds within in vivo human skin.
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